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What you have





Kisi upgrade

Normal Upgrade

You already invested in your access
control system

Thanks to the Wiegand board, 

Kisi allows for minimal invasive & cost
effeicient upgrade to the cloud

Migrating your legacy system to
the cloud

You have

You keep

You keep

Locks

Cables

Controller

Software  
Readers

Cards
Typical cost allocation per project


Readers (25%)

Controllers (25%)

Cards (5%)

Software (10%)

Locks (10%)

Cables (30%)
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Readers 
Cards

You need
Controller

Software

With a Kisi upgrade you'd save 65%
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Easily bring your existing
credentials to the cloud
Kisi layers on top of your existing
access control solution with the
Wiegand board so you can reap all of
Kisi’s modern features and benefits.

Kisi’s Wiegand solution allows you to layer a more modern
approach to facility management on top of your existing
legacy system. 


No wiring replacements or need for expensive contractors.
Now, everyone can experience Kisi, given the zero business
downtime and the ease of installation reversion.


Move your access control system to the cloud without
investing in all new hardware, wiring, or contractors. You get
to keep your standard Wiegand readers while enjoying Kisi’s
intuitive dashboard.

Controller Pro 2  
Wiegand board

Kisi
About us

Contact our sales team


Give us a brief summary of your needs and
we’ll get back to you within one business day
Get quote
Kisi is a unified access control software and hardware solution made in the
USA. The Kisi system provides an added layer of control, security, and
enhanced experience at all facility access points. It can operate as an all-inone, standalone solution or be integrated with your existing access control. 
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